A New Sales Philosophy
Leads to Increased Occupancy
Case Study:
Sales Consulting
Phoebe Ministries

The Situation
Phoebe Ministries, a senior housing and services provider with 4
continuing care retirement communities (CCRCs) in Pennsylvania,

Website:
Phoebe.org

engaged Creating Results to reposition their brand. Their goal was to
transition from a clinical focus to one that highlights residential living at
their amenity-rich communities.

Industry:

Phoebe aimed not only to improve their census, but also to help their

Senior Living

sales team shift focus from a needs-based sale to the goal-based sale of
independent living and personal care.
So, along with repositioning the Phoebe brand and reshaping
perception among their audiences, Creating Results was hired to help
train and coach their sales team. The goal was to guide them on how to
engage with prospects acquired through various marketing tactics and
nurture leads to increase overall sales and improve occupancy.
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TESTIMONIAL:

Strategy

"Creating Results' training

While the Creating Results and Phoebe marketing teams were focused

seminars and coaching

on awareness and lead generation, the sales teams at each of Phoebe’s

were exactly what our
sales team needed. Now

campuses underwent a series of group and one-on-one training
sessions. The goal was to not only understand the sales and discovery
process and how to nurture both new and existing leads, but also how

they are tracking leads

to build relationships with the prospects and leverage marketing tools

better, conducting better

to guide them through their buying journey.

tours and call outs and

The first step was to analyze the Phoebe’s current positioning and

making more sales!"

database. Secret shops and cost analyses were also conducted to
evaluate the product’s competitive positioning, and Phoebe’s database

KATIE ERDMAN
Regional Sales Director,
Phoebe Ministries

was assessed to understand the current lead base as well as each sales
counselor’s strengths, opportunities and performance to date. Looking
at activity level, conversion rates, follow-up with prospects and
engagement overall helped inform each sales counselor’s individual
training needs.
In group training, Creating Results trained the team on the
new Phoebe brand messaging and how to leverage the unique
differentiators defined in the brand strategy. This training also
solidified the discovery process and helped standardize the sales
process to align with best practices. After evaluation and group
training, sales counselors received ongoing one-on-one training to
address individual needs in meeting activities and sales goals. Creating
Results worked with Phoebe leadership to set activity and sales goals
and continually monitor them.
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Phoebe’s average

25% increase in
lead activity
year over year
(2019—2020)

Inquiry-to-resident
sales cycle

from 357
to 291 days

sales per month

increased from
less than 1 to
3.59 a month
across all communities

SOLUTIONS
As prospects inquired and re-inquired, and the leads were flowing into the database, we offered a variety of
sales solutions to bridge the gap between marketing and sales:
SECRET SHOPS AND
SALES PROCESS ANALYSIS:
Creating Results researched Phoebe communities as
well as their competitors to understand competitive
positioning. This information was used in marketing
to inform the brand messaging and throughout sales
coaching & training.
DISCOVERY AND SALES
IMPLEMENTATION TRAINING:
A comprehensive sales methodology curriculum
was tailored to Phoebe’s needs. As new sales
counselors are hired or personnel changes,
training is reintroduced and presented by both
the Regional Sales Director at Phoebe and the
Creating Results team.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT, REVIEW
AND REPORTING:
By monitoring Phoebe’s customer relationship
management software, Creating Results monitored
daily activities to see how sales counselors

performed against goals we helped establish
with Phoebe’s leadership team, as well as report
on conversions throughout the sales process.
Activity goals, pre- and post-call planning and
accountability were all established in partnership
with the Phoebe team.
ONGOING SALES COACHING & TRAINING:
Continuing the discovery and sales implementation
training through ongoing coaching with the sales
counselors helped to instill best practices, manage
their pipelines and ultimately enable them to focus
on the revenue-generating activities.
INTERIM SALES COUNSELORS
(OFF-SITE AND ON-SITE):
When additional resources were temporarily
needed, Creating Results’ sales staff assisted the
Phoebe team through both off-site and on-site
sales support to manage and nurture inbound and
outbound prospects.
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Results of Sales Training

Results
Since Phoebe has implemented the

7%

AVERAGE
CONVERSION
RATE

101%

OF GOALS ACROSS
ALL LEVELS
OF CARE

Creating Results sales philosophy and
engaged with our sales specialists, their
sales team has been able to shorten the
sales cycle and reach census goals at
all their communities. They are also on
track to reach 70% deposits for a new
community currently in pre-sales.
Through this engagement, Phoebe
has met and exceeded their census
budget goals year over year across all
communities.

everything mature consumers experience
Creating Results is a generational marketing agency with more than
25 years of experience in senior living and 55+ housing. Exclusively
focused on 50+ audiences, we design solutions for each client’s
competitive landscape, assets and goals.
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